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LMS 2.5 Large Scale Deployment

Overview 
Network managers are often faced with having to manage very large networks.  Networks continue to grow in size, and 
the number of different management tools and products is often large as well.  How can network managers effectively 
manage networks in this situation? 
 
Cisco Systems® offers many CiscoWorks product bundles, each of which typically has a documented system 
recommendation and size limitation (for a single-server installation).  Nonetheless, customers often need additional 
information about how to manage large networks (larger than the recommended limit for a single CiscoWorks 
installation). 
 
This paper provides information and recommendations for these issues.  It is important to understand that dealing with 
large-scale concerns is a complex problem, with many factors affecting the result.  The most common question, “What 
size server do I need for CiscoWorks LMS to manage x number of devices?” is difficult to answer in a meaningful way. 
The following points must be considered: 
  

• The number of devices is at best a vague way to estimate needed system resources⎯different devices can have 
vastly differing numbers and types of managed objects. 

 
• What components and functions of the products are most important to the network managers? 

 
• How many users will the network management tools have, and how many of them will use the tools 

simultaneously? 
 

• In the case of very large networks, what are the administrative groupings of the network devices and network 
management users? 

 
Answers to these questions, combined with the information contained in this document, will allow users to make 
informed decisions about how to deploy CiscoWorks LMS for managing their networks. 
 

LAN Management Solution (LMS) 2.5 
LAN Management Solution (LMS) 2.5 is the current LMS offering by Cisco and includes the following components: 

• Common Services (CS) 3.0 (Includes CiscoView 6.1) 
Common Services 3.0 provides a set of shared application services that are used by all LMS applications. 
CiscoView 6.1 is a graphical device management tool that helps monitor, and troubleshoot devices across your 
network. 
Integration Utility 1.6 is an integration module that supports integration with third-party Network Management 
Systems (NMS). 

 
• Resource Manager Essentials (RME) 4.0 

RME provides the ability to manage device inventory and audit changes, configuration files, software images 
and Syslog analysis, helping in lifecycle management. 

 
• Campus Manager (CM) 4.0 

CM provides tools to visualize network topology, manage VLANs, detect network discrepancies and best-
practice non-compliance, perform Layer 2/3 data and voice traces and report on end-host user information.   
 

• Device Fault Manager (DFM) 2.0 
DFM provides the ability to monitor device faults in real-time and determine the root cause by correlating 
device level fault conditions. DFM can notify you of critical network conditions via email or pager. Fault 
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History lets you store and access historical information about alerts and faults that are detected and processed 
by DFM. 

 
• Internetwork Performance Monitor (IPM) 2.6 

IPM provides the ability to proactively troubleshoot wide-area network response time and availability. You 
can do this by using the available device instrumentation (SLA agents). 
 

Pre-requisite 
LMS 2.5 deployment guide and Quick Start Guide (QSG) provide an overview of LMS 2.5 and also help determine the 
application functionality which you are most interested in. 

LMS 2.5 Quick Start Guide 

LMS 2.5 Deployment Guide  

General Server Sizing Considerations 
 
CiscoWorks LMS 2.5 is supported on Solaris 8 and 9, Windows 2000 with Service Pack 4 (Advance Server, Server or 
Professional) and Windows 2003 (Standard and Enterprise editions). Below are the recommended server configurations 
for managing 1500 device when all the LMS 2.5 applications are installed on single server. Similar configuration is 
recommended for managing devices up to its tested scaling limits for individual applications. 
 
Recommended Windows System Requirements: 

Windows Recommended System Requirements 

CPU Dual 2.8 GHz  Pentium IV processor or  above 

RAM 4 GB 

Disk Space 10 GB Free for LMS applications and Data 

Virtual Memory (Swap Space) 8 GB 

Software for Windows Windows 2000 Professional with Service Pack 4 

Windows 2000 Server with Service Pack 4  

Windows 2000 Advanced Server with Service Pack 4  

Windows Server 2003 Standard and Enterprise Editions 

Table 1: Windows System Requirements 
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Recommended Solaris System Requirements: 

Solaris Recommended System Requirements 

CPU Dual Sun UltraSPARC IIIi with 1 GHz or above 

RAM 4 GB 

Disk Space 10 GB Free for LMS applications and Data 

Swap Space 8 GB 

Software Solaris 8 and Solaris 9 

Table 2: Solaris System Requirements 

Note: Sun platforms, SUN FIRE V240, V440, 280R and 480R were used in application testing.  

Application Scaling Numbers 
This section presents information on the specific scaling numbers and concerns for each of the CiscoWorks LMS 
applications, to help customers decide what server size and distribution would best suit their needs and optimize 
performance. 
 
Below are the tested numbers for each application in standalone mode: 

• Resource Manager Essentials (RME) – 5,000 devices 
• Campus Manager(CM) – 5,000 devices and 100,000 end stations 
• Device Fault Manager (DFM) - 1500 devices or 40,000 ports with 600 managed ports  
• Internetwork Performance Monitor (IPM) – 2,000 collectors 
• Common Services Device Credential Repository (DCR) - Maximum of 50,000 devices and 100 user-defined 

groups.  
 
The number of “Multiple, simultaneous users” can affect system performance. Depending upon the size of the server, 
20 simultaneous users is the maximum recommended.  
 

What’s New in LMS 2.5 
LMS 2.5 includes new features that help simplify multi-server deployment. These new features are listed below. It is 
very important for every administrator to understand these features for successful deployment of CiscoWorks LMS. 
 
RME: 

• All Inventory reports are now schedulable. You can run an immediate report or schedule a report to be run at a 
specified time. 

• You can schedule multiple Inventory Collection and Polling jobs on different parts of the network. 
• Periodic reports: You can schedule periodic jobs—6-hourly, 12-hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly. 
• Export of reports in PDF or CSV format. 
• You can now export devices to a device list from within a report, which can be used as input for other RME 

tasks.  
• Concurrent software image download. You have the provision for scheduling parallel device upgrades in a 

single distribution job. 
• Distribute software images by device in Expert mode.   
• Distribute by device (advanced) workflow provides a quick job creation wizard for advanced Network 

Management users. 
• Job-based Configuration Archive Management tasks.    
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• Facility to request ‘Poll before fetch’ and ‘Fetch startup’ configurations. 
• Many Collectors and Many Analyzers: Syslog processing load can be better balanced by subscribing any 

number of Syslog Servers to any number of Syslog Collectors. 
• Easy Time Zone support: Syslog Analyzer supports any time zone by enabling you to edit the configuration 

file. 
• Drop/Keep filtering: Filtering can be added to keep or to drop Syslogs.  Filtering now has the capability to 

consider interfaces also. 
• Import/Export of Automated Actions and Message Filters in Syslog. 

 
CM: 

• Non-Java based user interface for User Tracking application and Campus Manager Administration improves 
response time.   

• Better scalability of ANI for larger networks; separate transient processes for data collection engines. 
• ANIServer process as a daemon.   
• Transient Device Discovery process.   
• Transient User Tracking Major acquisition.   
• Network Discovery process discovers devices and updates the Device Credential Repository (DCR) with the 

credentials for the devices. 
• You can choose devices to be managed by Campus Manager from the devices in DCR, through data collection 

filters (by IP address range or VTP domains).   
• The Topology Groups feature in Campus allows you to create customized views of the network, in which 

devices are grouped according to various criteria. A view may be considered as a group of devices or device 
elements. Topology Groups feature provides multiple benefits:  

o Facilitates the creation and management of views.  
o Provides a way to define convenience views, which are a subset of the Layer 2 map. In a network 

with a large number of devices, a Topology Group helps you to perform operations on a subset of the 
larger network. 

o Subnet based groups are automatically created when devices are managed.  Subnet based groups help 
you work on smaller subsets of devices that are logically grouped.  

o Hierarchical maps are the Network Topology Views, which display the devices listed under Topology 
Groups in a hierarchical organization. Each map displays the selected group as a cloud of devices. If 
one or more devices in the sub-group of the Topology Group are connected to the devices in the 
parent Topology Group, the hierarchical map of the parent group displays an aggregate link for all the 
links from the sub-group to the devices.  If you double-click the sub-group cloud, you can view the 
Hierarchical map for the child group inside the parent group. Thus, hierarchical maps display the 
devices hierarchically till the last child group. 

• STP  Configuration, STP recommendation reports and STP Visualizer.   
• User Tracking periodic reports, PDF and CSV exports.   
• Additional User Tracking Switch Port Usage reports- Ports Unused Up, Unused down and Recently down. 
• Additional Discrepancy Reports.   
• User Tracking Utility 1.1  

 
DFM: 

• Customizable event names--This feature enables you to change event names to names that are more 
meaningful to you. These customized names are reflected in both the Alerts and Activities display and any 
Fault History reports you generate.  

• More detailed notification messages--When an alert occurs, DFM generates an SNMP trap using CISCO-
EPM-NOTIFICATION-MIB. The SNMP trap format includes the attributes of the alert and the events that 
caused the alert. 

• Easier notification configuration--You can fully configure e-mail notification and trap notification from the 
DFM user interface without the need to modify the configuration on the management server.  

• Syslog Notification--DFM 2.0 adds Syslog Notifications.  
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IPM: 
• Target and Destination can be imported from DCR.   

Deployment Scenarios 
 
An important decision when deploying large-scale deployments is determining the server size needed, and whether to 
deploy the network-management tools across multiple network-management servers. Beyond the point where a single 
server is adequate, there may be a need to use multiple servers for a single management domain (a single managed 
network) by distributing applications across multiple servers for better performance and scaling. 
 
Larger networks will have to be split into multiple management domains, multiple groups managed by individual 
management servers or groups of servers. When a network is split into multiple domains, the division can be made in 
any number of ways: by administrative groups, geographically, or whatever best fits the network’s administrative 
needs. 
 
For a successful deployment of LMS 2.5, one should understand some of the new functions introduced in this version, 
as well the architecture changes associated with them. Key changes are briefly covered in the following sections. It is 
highly recommended that user guides be consulted to get a better understanding of the individual LMS bundle 
components     

Device Credentials Repository (DCR) 
In previous LMS versions, each application retained its own copy of device credentials (the information needed to 
access the device) and there was limited sharing of device credentials between applications. Administrators spent 
significant amount of time and resources reconciling the devices and credentials among applications. 
 

 
Figure 1: DCR Architecture 

DCR lets the user manage the device list, and associated credentials and other user defined device attributes in a single 
place in a management domain. In a multi-server setup, where each server could host one or more LMS application 
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instances, the DCR can serve as the one place where the user can manage the device lists and related attributes, for use 
by all the applications in the domain.  
 
Some of the key features: 

• All credentials stored securely in one place. 
• Single point of management of devices & attributes. 
• Automatic replication among servers (for continued operation even in case of inter-server link failures). 
• Changes to the store can be done only in the Master server. 

 
In a single server scenario, the DCR would be operating in a ‘standalone’ mode (default mode after installation).   
In a multi server scenario, user should designate one of the servers as the ‘master’ and configure the other servers in a 
slave mode.  The slave servers keep their copy of the DCR data in sync with the master DCR. 
 
The Master DCR server refers to the master repository of device list and credential data. There is only one Master 
repository for each management domain, and it contains the most up-to-date device list and credentials. DCR Slaves are 
slave instances of DCR on other servers and provide transparent access to applications installed on those servers. Any 
change to the repository data occurs first in the Master with the changes being propagated to all the Slaves. There can 
be more than one Slave in a management domain but any slave can become a master at any time.  
 
In Standalone mode, DCR maintains an independent repository of device list and credential data. It does not participate 
in a management domain and its data is not shared with any other DCR. It does not communicate with or contain 
registration information about any other Master, Slave, or Standalone DCR. 
 
Devices newly added in DCR can be managed by an application in following ways: 

• Auto-manage mode – In this mode, applications listen to “Add Device” events and automatically start 
managing the device, if the device is relevant to the application. All the applications in LMS bundle other than 
IPM are by default in auto-manage mode. 

• Manual-manage mode – In this mode, application keeps track of all newly added devices and shows the list to 
the user. User chooses few or all devices from the list for the application to manage. This mode is supported by 
RME and DFM and it gives better control on which devices are to be managed in each application.  

Device Groups 
Device Groups are characterized by a set of properties such as associated rule, name, description, type, and access 
permission. The rule determines the membership of a group, which may change whenever the rule is evaluated. Groups 
are hierarchical. Groups can be dynamic or static and can be also be Private or Public. 
 
In LMS, device groups can be created under CS or under applications. Device Groups created using Common Services 
(CS) are visible in all applications which are in the same management domain, irrespective of whether the applications 
are installed on the same or separate servers. Application device groups created by each application group 
administration service can be seen from the Common Services and Groups UIs of other applications. 
 
For example, if you have a machine with Common Services, RME, and Campus Manager installed and if you invoke 
the Groups UI from Common Services, you can see three provider groups. 
 

• CS@hostname 
• RME@hostname 
• Campus@hostname 

 
The group CS@hostname is the local group and the groups RME@hostname and Campus@hostname are shared 
groups. 
You cannot create groups in Common Services if DCR is in Slave mode. However, in the case of applications you can 
create groups even if the server on which they are installed is in the Slave mode. Hence, in a cluster that has several 
Slaves and a Master, you need to create common device groups (under CS) only on the Master server. The common 
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device group you create on the Master will be synchronized across the Slave servers. From the Common Services 
Group Admin UI, you cannot perform create, edit, or delete operations on Application Groups. 
 

Integration with ACS for Authentication and Authorization 
CiscoSecure ACS provides authentication, authorization, and accounting services for network devices that function as 
AAA clients. Cisco Secure ACS supports LMS applications by providing command authorization and authentication 
for network users who use the management application to configure managed network devices. 
 
When you change the LMS login module to ACS ensure that:  

• The CiscoWorks Server is added as an AAA client in the ACS server along with the secret key.  
• The same secret key should be entered in the AAA Mode Setup dialog box. 
• The username you enter while logging in to CiscoWorks is a valid ACS user name. In ACS mode, 

authentication takes place from the ACS server. 

Secure Views 
 
Secure Views allow access to a group of devices to be restricted.  Secure Views enables filtering of group membership 
based on user and the application task context in which a request is made.  Filtering will be performed only when 
operating in ACS mode.  This allows one LMS system to support multiple management groups or customers in a 
confidential manner.   
 
While operating in non-ACS mode, no filtering will be performed, and evaluating a group results in all devices of that 
group being returned. 
 
Single Sign-On 
 
With Single Sign-On (SSO), you can use your browser session to transparently navigate to multiple CiscoWorks 
Servers without authenticating to each of them. Communication between multiple CiscoWorks Servers is enabled by a 
trust model.  One of the CiscoWorks Servers should be set up as the SSO authentication server.  The SSO 
authentication server is called the Master, and the SSO regular server is called the Slave.  
 
Registering Applications with CiscoWorks Home Page 
 
CiscoWorks Home Page (CWHP) provides a launch point for applications installed on the server. You can customize it 
to provide a launch point for applications installed on remote LMS servers, including other third party applications. 
Along with Single Sign-On, this feature provides seamless navigation across multiple servers.  

Single Server – All Apps managing 1500 devices on the same server 
For a single server as a network-management platform with all applications on one server, the general scaling 
recommendation for the CiscoWorks LMS bundle is to manage up to 1500 devices.  
 
For a successful deployment of LMS, some basic configurations have to done on each LMS application.  By default, all 
the applications are configured to manage all the devices in the Device Common Repository (DCR).  If you are not 
interested in managing all the devices in DCR when using RME or DFM, you can turn off the auto manage feature of 
that application and add them manually. Campus Manager is always in auto manage mode. You can limit the scope of 
device collection in CM by using filters based on IP Address or VTP Domain.  
 
You can use Campus Manager Device Discovery to populate devices.  The Discovery process uses CDP and SNMP to 
discover the network, so it is important that these two protocols are enabled on devices. You might need to use multiple 
seed devices for the discovery process, depending on the network configuration, the existence of non Cisco devices in 
the network, or to enable faster discovery of a large network.  
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The recommended server configurations are same as the recommended configuration under General Server Sizing 
Considerations.   
 

Multi-Server Setup – Applications on Separate Servers Managing a Single Domain 
For large deployments, it may be necessary to distribute network management applications across multiple servers, 
either for performance reasons or simply to accommodate larger numbers of network devices. If a single server for 
CiscoWorks applications cannot handle the load when multiple applications are required, one solution is to distribute 
the applications listed below across several servers.  

• Campus Manager 
• Device Fault Manager 
• Resource Manager Essentials 
• Internet Performance Monitor 

Steps for setting up multi server communication 
Listed below are some steps and terminology that are required as part of the multi-server setup. 

• Peer Server – Remote Server.   
• System Identity User – commonly known as Common Trust User; used to communicate with the peer servers.  
• Peer Server Account – This account can login programmatically (using code) and perform certain tasks. You 

cannot login through browser using peer server account username and password.  
 
Peer Server Certificate Setup 
CiscoWorks allows you to add the certificate of another CiscoWorks server into its trusted store. This will allow one 
CiscoWorks server to communicate with another using SSL. 
 
System Identity Setup 
Communication between multiple CiscoWorks servers is enabled by a trust model addressed by certificates and shared 
secrets. System Identity setup should be used to create a “trust” user on slave / regular servers to facilitate 
communication in multi-server scenarios. 
 
Peer Server Account Setup 
Peer server Account Setup helps you create users who can programmatically login to CiscoWorks servers and perform 
certain tasks. These users should be set up to enable communication between multiple CiscoWorks servers. 
 
A default System Identify User “admin” is created during installation. During installation, user should provide the 
password for System Identify user. This password can be different from the normal admin user.  We recommend the 
password to be different for normal “admin” user and the system identity user “admin” or create another user called 
sysadmin with “System Administrator” privilege and use that user for multi-server communication.  In the multi-server 
setup, the same username / password combination (System Identity User, Password and Peer Server User) should be 
configured across all servers. If the LMS server is in ACS AAA mode then this user should be present in ACS user data 
base with all privileges.  
 
Figure 2 shows four management servers being used to manage a network of 5000 devices, with each application from 
the CiscoWorks LMS bundle distributed across a separate server. These are the tested scaling limits for each 
application. DFM limit is based on number of ports and IPM on number of collectors configured on the server. 
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Figure 2: Distributed Deployment Scenario⎯Single Management Domain 

Below is the HW/SW configuration recommendation for each server i.e. RME, CM, DFM and IPM 
Recommended Windows System Requirements: 

Windows Recommended System Requirements 

CPU Dual 2.8 GHz  Pentium 4 processor or above 

RAM 4 GB 

Disk Space 10 GB Free for LMS applications and Data 

Virtual Memory (Swap Space) 8 GB 

Software for Windows Windows 2000 Professional with Service Pack 4 

Windows 2000 Server with Service Pack 4  

Windows 2000 Advanced Server with Service Pack 4  

Windows Server 2003 Standard and Enterprise Editions 

Table 5: Windows System Requirements 

Recommended Solaris System Requirements: 

Solaris Recommended System Requirements 

CPU Dual Sun UltraSPARC IIIi with 1 GHz or above 

RAM 4 GB 

Disk Space 10 GB Free for LMS applications and Data 

Swap Space 8 GB 

Software Solaris 8 and Solaris 9 

Table 6: Solaris System Requirements 

In this deployment scenario we leverage and deploy the master-slave concept of DCR. You can install Server 1 with CS 
and RME where DCR can be configured as the Master. Server 2 will have CS and CM installed, Server 3 will have CS 

5000 Devices 5000 Devices 40000 Ports
2000 Collectors

Server 2- CM 
DCR Slave 

Server 3 - DFM  
DCR Slave 

Server 4 – IPM  
DCR Slave 

Server 1 - RME 
DCR Master 
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and DFM installed and Server 4 will have CS and IPM installed. In servers 2, 3 and 4, DCR mode will be configured as 
slave to Server 1.  

The following setup is recommended for the scenario shown in Figure 2: 
• Import  “Peer Server Certificate” from Server 2, 3 and 4 to Server 1.  
• Setup a “System Identity User” on Server 1 and configure the same user as “Peer Server Account” on Server 

2, 3 and 4.  
• Configure Server 1 DCR mode as Master and then configure Server 2, 3 and 4 DCR mode as Slave of Server 

1. 
• Configure Campus Manager to run a complete discovery of the network which in turn populates the Master 

DCR Server.  
• Configure DFM to unmanage devices which are less critical, so as not to exceed maximum of 40,000 managed 

ports, or maximum number of managed devices to be 600. 
• Syslog messages will be directed to the CiscoWorks RME server and SNMP traps to the CiscoWorks DFM 

server, which can also forward SNMP traps to other trap listeners. 
• Integrate all servers with Cisco ACS server for authentication and application and device authorization. 
• Configure one of the servers’ CiscoWorks homepage to register applications installed on remote servers. 
• Configure Single Sign-On across all the servers for easier and  better navigation between applications installed 

on different servers.   
 
Note: Click here for detailed information on multi-server setup 
 
Multi Server Setup – Multiple Instances of LMS bundle (Multiple Management Domains)  
 
When the size of the network is larger than 1500 devices, the network must be divided into multiple management 
domains and multiple servers (or groups of servers) must be deployed. In some cases, it may be preferable to do so for 
administrative reasons, even if the numbers do not require the division. 
 
Look for logical ways to segment the network. The network can be segmented based on: 

• SYS Location 
• IP address ranges 
• LAN and WAN boundaries 

 
Look for administrative logic—separate management teams or regions, or administrative groupings. Make sure it’s 
clear which management workstation is managing which device (and vice versa), and remember to leave room for 
future growth. 
 
Consider the scenario shown in Figure 3, in which a network of 4500 devices is broken into three groups of up to 1500 
devices, with a separate CiscoWorks LMS server for each segment of the network. 
 

 
Figure 3: Distributed Deployment Scenario⎯Multiple Management Domains 

1500 Devices 1500 Devices 1500 Devices

Partition- 3 East Partition- 2 Central Partition- 1 West 
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Configure each Campus Manager to discover the part of the network which it intends to manage. One can achieve this 
by limiting discovery by IP ranges, or by careful choice of seed devices.  In this scenario there is no communication 
between servers and there is no sharing of information. 

Server HW/SW requirements are same as those listed under General Server Sizing Considerations. 
In the above setup anyone interested in centralized access to the servers can achieve it by creating a CiscoWorks portal.  
Install Common Services alone on a server and then register all the applications from all the servers in Common 
Services homepage. One can also create Single Sign-On domain for all the servers, so that, from the portal, one can 
navigate to any application.  This works better if the same ACS server provides AAA services to the LMS servers. 
 
Note: Click here for detailed information on multi-server setup 
 
 
Multi Server Setup – Multiple Instances of LMS bundle (Single Domain)  
In this scenario one wants to control the entire administration of servers by creating a single management domain. 
Multiple management servers (or groups of servers) running multiple applications each manage a part of the network.  
In this case, one DCR server will be configured as master server and all other servers are slave servers.  

• Turn off auto manage mode for RME and DFM application. 
• Campus Manager discovers the network and populates the DCR.  
• Create meaningful CS groups on the Master DCR for easier selection of devices while managing them in 

RME. 
• Each Campus Manager Data collection should be configured to collect data from part of the network. This can 

be achieved by implementing data collection filters based on IP Address rage or VTP domain.   
• On the Master server, create common device groups based on IP address range, SNMP Sys location, hostname,  

etc. to partition the device list in DCR in a meaningful way.   
• For each RME server, select the list of devices to be managed from the DCR based on the common device 

groups.  
• For each DFM server, select the list of devices to be managed from the device object selector.  

Syslog messages and SNMP traps will be directed to the respective CiscoWorks RME and DFM servers. 
 
 
Multi Server Setup -Centralized RME Server  
Another scenario that can be considered is that of a centralized RME server. In this case, each server manages a set of 
devices and there is also a centralized server that helps manage the entire set of devices and can be used as a backup 
server. Before the discussion of a centralized server, it is also important to understand the new concept of distributed 
Syslog collector and analyzer introduced in RME 4.0. 
 
Distributed Syslog Collection 
Syslog Application introduces the following concepts: 

1. Common Syslog Collector - receiving, validating, filtering and forwarding Syslog.  
2. Syslog Analyzer - receiving Syslogs from the collector, storing them in the database, invoking automated 

actions, and generating reports.  
3. Many Collectors and many Analyzers: Syslog processing load can be better balanced by subscribing any 

number of Syslog Servers to any number of Syslog Collectors. 
4. Easy Timezone support: Syslog Analyzer supports any time zone by enabling you to edit the configuration 

file. 
5. Drop/Keep filtering: Filtering can be set up to keep or to drop syslogs. Filtering now has the capability to 

consider interfaces also. 
6. Import/Export of Automated Actions and Message Filters in Syslog. 
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Figure 4: Distributed Syslog Collection 

 
This “Central RME” design provides a single reporting server for inventory, configurations and Syslogs. In this 
scenario there will be multiple LMS servers which manage parts of the network, and there will be one RME server 
which will manage the whole enterprise, with customized management policies to scale up to the maximum number of 
devices in the network.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Centralized CiscoWorks RME Server 
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A central RME server can be populated with all the network devices by importing the device list from a central NMS 
like HP OpenView NNM, or export/import device list from each local LMS server. Inventory and Config archive 
collection should be configured with multiple jobs, with each containing a set of devices. Each device will be 
configured to send the Syslog to the respective local RME server where device is managed. The Syslog analyzer on the 
Central RME server will subscribe to the Syslog collector of each of these RME servers with central log filters.  
 

Dividing Large Networks into Smaller Management Domains 
Customers may have multiple groups of network managers, with responsibilities that may be totally separate or may 
overlap. Also managed service providers want to manage multiple client networks in a segregated manner from a single 
server. 
 
You can logically achieve this segmentation by integrating LMS server with Cisco Secure Access Control Server 
(ACS) for authentication and authorization. With ACS integration, users are able to create custom roles and network 
device groups (NDGs) that only certain users have access to. 
 
Note: 
While Customer A can only see devices and configs for Network A, they will be able to see Customer B group names 
(e.g. an OGS group named Network B).  However, they will not be able to see Customer B's devices. 
 

Redundant-Server Scenario 
LMS doesn’t support high availability by design, but this can be achieved by installing multiple identical servers. LMS 
2.5 provides new capabilities that help optimize this scenario. In this scenario, one of the servers is designated as “hot” 
and will be used primarily for managing the network, and the other is designated as the “standby” server. Install all the 
applications on both the servers and configure hot as DCR master and standby as DCR slave to hot. This way device 
lists are synchronized between hot and standby. The hot server is doing full polling at each desired polling interval, 
while the standby server is doing one of the following: 

• No polling (keep prepared documents nearby as a reminder of what options need to be quickly turned on 
manually in the event of a failure) 

• Polling at a lengthened interval (that is, four to five times the hot server interval—shorten the polling 
intervals upon failure) 
Polling intervals can be configured for the following parameters: 
o Campus Manager Data collection schedule 
o User Tracking discovery schedule 
o RME system inventory polling and config archive polling 
o DFM device polling 

 
Syslog Analyzer administration supports exporting and importing of filter and automated action configuration. Export 
Syslog filter data from the hot server into a flat file and import the same into the standby server. In the same way,  
export and import Syslog automated actions also, but keep them in suspend mode on the standby server. 
 
Another option is to shutdown all the services on the standby server and regularly import LMS backup data from the 
hot server (Make sure to have the same names for the active and standby servers). When the hot goes down change the 
IP address on the standby server to that of hot server, and start all the LMS services. 

Recommendations for Improved Usability and Performance 
 
Note: It is very important to find the baseline values for your environment before you setup final configurations and 
polling intervals. Some application performance numbers have been documented at a later section in this paper. The test 
results are based on testing against a simulated network of 5000 devices. Actual values in your environment could vary 
based on speed and latency of your network along with other factors, such as DNS response time. 
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Campus Device Discovery 
By default, device discovery happens every 4 hours starting 3 AM. This process finds new devices and adds them in to 
your network. We recommend you change the schedule to a less frequent one and chose the time most appropriate to 
you. Also select the discovery parameters most suitable for your environment to speed up the discovery process and 
discover and populate correct values. 
 

• Check the “Use Loopback Address” check box checked if Loopback addresses are configured on your devices 
and you want those addresses to be the management IP address in LMS. 

• Check the “Use Reverse DNS Lookup” check box only if DNS is configured in your environment for the 
network devices. Else, uncheck that option, which will speed up the discovery process.  

• Check the “Use Resolve by Sysname” or “Resolve by Name” option depending on the DNS configuration. If 
you configured the management IP address of the device using any of this select corresponding checkbox.   

 
Campus Data Collection 
By default, data collection is configured to run every 4 hours starting at midnight.  Run discovery manually once to 
determine an appropriate polling cycle. 4 hours is OK for smaller networks, but larger networks can take long for the 
initial poll.  Subsequent polls will be shorter in duration, but you should still give it a 20% buffer.  I.e. if it took 4 hours 
to poll the whole network the first time, then you would set the frequency to 5 hours or longer to avoid overlapping 
between two consecutive data collection processes. 
 
User Tracking Discovery 
Configure the time so that two consecutive schedules don’t overlap. Filter subnets for which you don’t want to do end 
host discovery or subnets where no end hosts are present. Also configure subnets which you want excluded from doing 
a ping sweep before starting the discovery process.  
 
DFM Polling Parameters and Threshold 
Default DFM polling and threshold parameters are configured for DFM system defined groups.  However you need to 
look into these configurations based on critical and non critical devices in your network.   

• To accomplish this start by adding devices to the customizable groups under DFM user defined groups. By 
default, no device belongs to customizable groups.  

• Set the priority of the customizable group. By default, customizable groups have a lower priority than system-
defined groups. Change the priority based on group members (critical or non critical).  

• Now change the polling parameters for the customizable device groups to larger or smaller values. You can 
even disable polling based on the specific devices in that group.  

 
RME 
At the time of RME installation, system jobs are created for Inventory collection and polling, the default schedules 
being weekly and daily respectively. In case of Config Archive Management, by default system level periodic config 
collection and polling are disabled.  
 
In RME 4.0 you can create user defined jobs for inventory polling and collection and config collection and polling on a 
set of devices selected as part of the job creation process. You should consider this option when servers manage a large 
number of devices. In this case, data collection and job creation will be much easier if you have created well defined 
Common Device Groups.  
NOTE: One problem with this approach is that, when new devices get added to the system, you have to modify the jobs 
to add the new devices. This modification would help update the job to include the new device list. 

RME can also be configured to periodically poll configuration MIB variables on devices that support these MIBs 
according to a specified schedule, to determine if either the startup or running configuration file has changed. If it has, 
RME will retrieve and archive the most current configuration file from the device. Polling uses fewer resources than 
full scheduled collection, because configuration files are retrieved only if the configuration MIB variable is set. 
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Also change the Execution Policy in Default Job Policies for Archive Management and Netconfig to Parallel execution 
(Resource Manager Essentials > Admin > Config Mgmt > Config Job Policies). Remove protocols which are not used 
in your environment and prioritize them. 

General Observations 
Application client UI performance can improved by using Device Groups when executing application tasks; especially 
involving a large number of devices being managed by a single server.  

There is no concept of default passwords in DCR. Campus Manager discovery process discovers and populates only the 
SNMP read community strings. Hence a user has to manually populate other device attributes like SNMP write 
community strings, Telnet, SSH passwords etc. 

When you configure systems to manage a large number of devices consider the following findings.  

Administrative Tips 
• When LMS is configured in ACS mode, a fallback user from ACS to CiscoWorks Local will have only Help Desk 

privileges.  However, the Server: Security: AAA Mode Setup: Non-ACS Change button will be enabled to change 
the Login Mode to CiscoWorks local security.  

• On Windows platform Terminal Server is supported only if it is configured as Remote Administration mode 
(Windows 2000) or Remote Desktop Administration (Windows 2003).  

• CiscoWorks and System log files can grow to unmanageable size over a period of time and it is very important to 
trim or rotate these files periodically. You can use the “Logrot” utility in Common Services to manage these files. 
Following are some of the features of the Logrot utility:   

o Not limited to rotating only CiscoWorks log files 
o Can be used to rotate any file  
o Command to run logrot is NMSROOT/bin/perl NMSRoot/bin/logrot.pl 
o Logrot can rotate logs while CiscoWorks is running or it can  shutdown CiscoWorks before rotating the 

logs 
o Logrot can optionally archive and compress rotated logs 
o Logrot can be configured to rotate logs only when they have reached a certain size 
o Logrot has a built-in configuration that makes adding new files very easy 
o Logrot is typically run from UNIX cron or Windows AT.  However, before automating logrot, you should 

verify it runs on-demand. 
• CLI Commands 

o cmexport is the CiscoWorks Campus Manager command line interface for exporting User Tracking, layer 
2 topology, and discrepancy data details into XML format. 

o Remote invocation via servlet based cmexport and utexport can be also be used in CM 4.0.  The former 
command is for exporting layer 2 topology details and discrepancy, and the latter for User Tracking.  

o cwcli config is the configuration command-line tool of Resource Manager Essentials. cwcli netconfig 
command lets you use NetConfig from the command line. 

o cwcli export is a command line tool that also provides servlet access to inventory, configuration and 
change audit data. This can be used for generating inventory, configuration archive, and change audit data 
for devices in Resource Manager Essentials (RME). 
 

 

Extracting Data from LMS Servers for Centralized Reporting 

Campus Manager and RME support exporting the data in XML format.  If you have multiple instances of any of these 
applications you can use this facility to do consolidated reports. 

RME Data Extracting Engine  

RME Data Extracting Engine is a utility that allows customers to extract data for devices managed by RME from the 
inventory database, configuration archive and change audit data. This tool supports the following features: 
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• Generating inventory data in XML format—the tool has servlet access and command-line utility that can 
generate inventory data for devices managed by the CiscoWorks RME server.  

• Generating configuration data in XML format—the tool generates the latest configuration data from the 
configuration archive in XML format. Elements in the XML file are created at the configlet level in the current 
configuration archive. 

• Generating change audit data in XML format —the tool uses the existing Change Audit log data and generates 
the Change Audit log data in XML format. 

The Data Extracting Engine offers a great opportunity for customers to take advantage of the information stored in 
CiscoWorks RME. The XML-based data along with the Web-based access to data allows CiscoWorks RME users to: 

• Integrate their applications tightly with RME  
• Consolidate information from multiple RME servers in a single location  
• Maintain custom asset-management solutions  

Campus Manager Data Extracting Engine  
Campus Manager DEE is a utility that allows users to extract the information available in Campus Manager. CM DEE 
provides servlet access and command line utility to extract information on devices discovered by Campus Manager ANI 
Server. Information that can be extracted using CM DEE is mentioned below: 

• User Tracking data in XML format: DEE generates user tracking data for devices discovered by Campus 
Manager.   It can generate custom reports.   

• Layer 2 topology data in XML format: Generates the latest layer 2 topology data including information on 
neighbor devices.  

• Discrepancy data in XML format: Campus discrepancy APIs are used to retrieve latest discrepancy data 
from Campus Manager ANI server. 

 
Application Performance Numbers  

Campus Manager Performance Data and Recommendations 
 
Campus Manager Device discovery for 5000 devices: 

• Time: ~15min 
• Average memory: 78MB 
• Average CPU usage: 12% 

 
Campus Manager Device Data Collection for 5000 devices:   

• Time: ~4hrs 
• Average memory: 670MB 
• Average CPU usage: 46% 
• Occupied Heap: ~933M 

 
User Tracking discovering 5000 devices and 100000 end stations (hosts) 

• Time: ~1hr 26min 
• Average memory: 520MB 
• Average CPU usage: 35% 

 
Campus Manager Property files 

• Device Discovery 
o NMSROOT/campus/etc/cwsi/DeviceDiscovery.properties 
o NMSROOT/campus/etc/cwsi/discoverysnmp.conf—for SNMP credentials, timeout and retry values 

• Data Collection and User Tracking 
o NMSROOT/campus/etc/cwsi/ANIServer.properties 
o NMSROOT/campus/etc/cwsi/datacollectionsnmp.conf—for SNMP timeout and retry values 
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• Increase the heap for ANIServer from -Xmx1024m to –Xmx1280m 
• Ani.resolve is true by default so DNS should be properly setup with both forward and reverse name lookups to 

reduce User Tracking data collection time. 

Resource Manager Essentials Performance Data and Recommendations    
 
Inventory Collection - Single job with 5000 devices 

• Time: 1hr 30 minutes 
• System Memory Utilization : 1.6 GB 
• CPU usage: 10 ~ 30 % 

Recommended: Collection once a week, polling daily 
 
Config Archive - 5000 devices with 2 KB config file using Telnet Protocol (both startup and running configs) 

• Time: 5hrs 
• System Memory Utilization : 1.6 GB 
• CPU usage: 10 ~ 30 % 

 
Config Archive - 5000 devices with 2 KB config file using TFTP Protocol (both startup and running configs) 

• Time: 3hrs 
• System Memory Utilization : 1.6 GB 
• CPU usage: 10 ~ 30 % 

For better performance always choose only supported protocols in the Fetch protocol list. For eg. if RCP/SCP/HTTPS 
is not supported or configured, do not select those protocols. 
 
NetConfig - 4 IOS commands and 5000 devices in a single job 

• Time: 5hrs 
• System Memory Utilization : 1.6 GB 
• CPU usage: 10 ~ 30 % 
• Download – Sequential & Parallel, use parallel option to update large number of devices in single job. 
• Concurrent Jobs 

 
Syslog 

• Can validate and filter 200 Syslogs per second 
• Can forward and store 50 Syslogs per second  
• Can take 1 action per second 
• Also can validate and filter 1000 syslogs per second burst for an hour 
• Define Backup Policy 

o To avoid losing syslog messages when they get purged from the database specify the file to which 
syslogs should be copied to, before deletion. 

• Define Purge Policy 
o To avoid the database growing to an exorbitant size. Set the purge schedule; specify the ‘age’ of the 

syslogs to be deleted. 
o Default value is 7 days and there is no upper limit for number of days but Syslog database has a limit 

of 1 million managed messages and 50,000 unexpected messages in the database. 
• Purge Immediately 

o Use the ‘Force Purge’ option to instantly delete all the syslog records older than a certain number of 
days. 
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Multi-server configuration example 
 
SCENARIO: 
Currently Customer X is managing about 5000 devices and wants to deploy RME, CM, DFM and IPM for managing 
their network  
 
The servers that can be deployed in the customer network are: 

Solaris: 
• SUN V240, 280R, V440 or 480R – with 2 processors and  4 GB RAM 
• If there are two drives, try to put a swap on each disk and put /opt on one disk and /var on the other. That helps 

split up the load.  
• Sample partition for a server with 72 GB Hard drive 

o  /       4096 MB (4 GB - anything not allocated in the other partitions  comes from /, so I make it a 
little bigger than recommended) 

o /var   16384 MB (16 GB - Syslog, device images, config files...  etc gets stored here) 
o /opt   32768 MB (32 GB - application goes here /opt/CSCOpx) 
o swap    8192 MB (8 GB - conforms to our 8 GB swap rule) 
o /usr    8192 MB (8 GB - in case we get some stuff in /usr/local) 
o /export/home   4096 MB 

Windows:  
• Intel Dual Xeon or Pentium 4 processor with 4 GB RAM 

 
The recommendation would be to have RME, CM, DFM and IPM applications deployed on separate servers, so in this 
case the customer has to have 4 servers. Make sure that Name Resolution (DNS) is configured properly so that each 
server can access the other servers by hostname rather than IP address. Install Common Services and one of the 
applications on each server. When performing Common Services installation, assign the  same password for System 
Identity User across all the servers. And in this case “admin” will be your system identity user.  
Note: If you don’t want to use admin user as System Identity User, first you have to create a local user with “System 
Administrator” privilege on all the servers and assign that user as system identity user. (Common Services > Server > 
Security >System Identity Setup) 
 
Once installation has finished, verify that the self signed certificate has the correct host name (name resolvable) which 
you are going to use in multi-server communication, and if not recreate the certificate.  In the CiscoWorks Homepage, 
select Common Services > Server > Security >Certificate Setup. 
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Next step will be importing Server Certificate from other servers into its trust store. In the CiscoWorks Homepage, 
select Common Services > Server > Security> Peer Server Certificate Setup. Give IP address or hostname of each 
server and import them into the trust store. Import certificates from each other so later you can make any server an SSO 
and DCR master server. 
 

 
 
LMS Portal: CiscoWorks Home Page would help cross launch applications among multiple servers from a single home 
page. If Single Sign-on is configured users can launch applications on different servers from the same home page 
without authenticating each server. Following steps help to configure that. 
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First we will configure Single Sign-on (SSO). Configure one of the servers as SSO master server and others are SSO 
slave servers. In the CiscoWorks Homepage, select Common Services > Server > Security > Single Sign-On, change 
the mode of the server to master and other three servers change the mode to slave and enter the master server’s 
hostname in the dialog box.  
 

 
 

Note that in non-ACS mode, SSO provides authentication across servers and authorization is through the local user 
database, and if the username is not present in the local user database then the user gets only the Helpdesk role. In that 
case create users with corresponding authorization role on all the servers.  To avoid duplication of efforts you can 
manually synchronize the “cwpass” file from the server where you created the users and other servers.  
 
If you are planning to use ACS for LMS security, follow these steps: In the CiscoWorks Homepage, select Common 
Services > Server > Security >AAA Mode Setup. Enter the primary ACS server IP address, ACS Admin User Name 
and Password, and Shared Secret Key (which is the secret key user to communicate between LMS server and ACS 
servers, which has to be defined while adding AAA client in ACS server). Also Select the Register all installed 
applications with ACS to register all the installed application with the ACS server. 

 
Repeat the same steps on all the servers and once finished restart the daemon manager. 
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 On the ACS server add the LMS servers as AAA clients and specify the same “Secret Key”.  
 

 
 
Add a user in the ACS Server with same user name and password of System Identity User and assign System 
Administrator privilege to that user. Configure ACS users with necessary privileges to access the LMS server.  You can 
do this at the group level or user level. 
 
Now you can register all applications installed on multiple servers to one of the servers, and that becomes your LMS 
portal. You can launch any application registered with the portal without authenticating at each server where 
applications are installed. Select Common Services > HomePage > Application Registrations, choose 
Import from Other servers and enter the remote server details.  
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Repeat the registration process for all the servers to the portal server. Once you have finished, your CiscoWorks portal 
looks like one below.   
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Next step is to configure DCR.  Since we want a single device management domain, we will configure the server where 
RME is installed as DCR master server and the rest of the servers as DCR slave servers. In the CiscoWorks Homepage, 
select Common Services > Device and Credentials > Admin; change the Mode setting.  On RME server change the 
mode to Master. 

 
  
On the other servers, change the DCR mode to Slave, and enter RME server’s hostname as master server’s hostname. 
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Refer to the LMS 2.5 deployment white paper for detailed information on how to discover devices and manage them in 
each LMS application. 

Summary 
 
This white paper provides an outline and recommendations for deploying LMS server. It also tries to highlight some of 
the best practices related to the deployment of large scale networks and makes the user aware of the scaling 
characteristics of the various individual CiscoWorks products. Your mileage may vary—watch system resource usage 
and plan accordingly. Distribute products across multiple workstations as needed for optimum performance. Be aware 
of the means to maximize performance and usability that are already in the tools. 
 


